Threat Protection
Review

Modern threats are increasingly complex and varied. Many
organisations are missing available opportunities to protect
data, services, and users.
Challenges

Ideal Solution

Desired Outcomes

• Complex, changing modern threats.

• An integrated service utilising intelligence and
signals from across organisation.

• Identify Microsoft solutions already available to
your organisation.

• Reduces alert noise and focus on risks and
business impact.

• Receive actionable outcomes to secure your
organisation.

• Proves value of service to stakeholders.

• Gain understanding of the services and where to
invest further time and resources.

• Statistics show intruder footholds lasting
hundreds of days on average.

• Simple workshop, analysis, report, handover
format.

• Gain insight into top services and configuration to
deploy without diverting pressured resources.

• IT departments increasingly resource and budget
pressured to return results.

• Actionable output showing where immediate,
gains can be made.

• Enable short, mid, and long term planning to
secure your organisation.

• Organisations overwhelmed by threat
notifications and monitoring.
• No time to become acquainted with all aspects of
Microsoft Threat Protection.

• Increasing data breach fines

Silversands Threat Protection Review

Discover what you don’t know with Microsoft Cloud App Security (MCAS) experts Silversands

Identify key threats

Minimal effort

Identify solutions

What you get

Discover priority security actions

Minimise internal IT upskilling time

Uniquely integrated solutions

• Actionable report and insight into
key threats within your
organisation

• Discover the value of Threat
Protection without having to
become experts in all products.

• Full Microsoft stack Threat
Protection covering On-premises,
IaaS, Cloud.

Day 1:
Days 2-3:
Day 4:
Day 5:

• Build forward to regain control of
identities, access, and data.

• Prove the Threat Protection value
and benefit to the organisation.

• Growing third party platform and
cloud support and reach.

on-site overview/scoping
MCAS analysis
Report production
On-site workshop to
present findings and
agree next actions

£5k Investment
“Silversands threat protection review enabled us to significantly enhance security across our entire estate, exposing vulnerabilities we were unaware of and
confirming others we had suspicions about. The outcomes have already protected us from multiple attacks.”
Group Finance Director, Customer

Silversands Threat Protection Review
& Microsoft Threat Protection

Silversands longstanding relationship with Microsoft brings best of breed Threat Protection, understanding of the end-to-end requirements and where they
can be applied to help organisation grow with confidence.

Solution Alignment
Unrivalled expertise

Actionable insights

Return on investment

Over 30 years Microsoft expertise from Silversands
consultancy.

Discover the value of existing investment in
Microsoft Threat Protection products.

Uniquely integrated security products throughout
the client, server, service stack.

Comprehensive threat protection solutions from
Microsoft, the biggest investors in security solutions

Identify small changes with significant impact to the
security of your organization.

Make better use of security spending.
Consolidate third party and Microsoft products you
are already paying for.

